
COPY PAPER TERMINOLOGY

Discover a glossary of paper terms used throughout the industry. Neenah Paper has Generation. Each succeeding
stage in reproduction from original copy.

Logotype A personalized type or design symbol for a company or product. Cross Machine Direction A line
perpendicular to the direction the paper travels through the papermaking machine. Collating Marks Mostly in
the book arena, specific marks on the back of signatures indicating exact position in the collating stage.
Chemical Ghosting A light duplication of a printed image on the other side of the same sheet, created by
chemical reaction by the ink during the drying stages; also referred to as "Gas ghosting". Curl Undesirable
distortion or waviness occurring to the paper due to the presence of excess moisture or humidity. Blueprint In
printing, a type of photoprint used as a proof. Camera-ready Copy Mechanicals, photographs and art fully
prepared for reproduction according to the technical requirements of the printing process being used. Double
bump To print a single area on the sheet twice so it has two layers of ink. Keyline Lines that are drawn on
artwork that indicate the exact placement, shape and size of elements including halftones, illustrations, etc.
Chlorine Chlorine and its compounds were commonly used to bleach fibers. Perfecting press A printing press
that prints on both sides of a sheet in a single pass through the press. Additional pressure applied through the
impression cylinder assisting the image transfer to the press sheet. Carton Selling unit of paper weighing
approximately pounds 60 kilos. Stackless duplexing Digital copiers can support stackless duplexing by storing
each side of the original page in memory, then printing both sides of the copy. Gate fold A three or four panel
fold where the two outside panels fold inward to meet in the center. Ghosting Also known as gloss ghosting.
Book Paper A general term used to define papers that are most suitable for book manufacture. Where there are
multiple originals the whole stack is scanned consecutively in one go dependant on memory and printing starts
even before scanning has finished. This can include automatic page numbering or annotation, adding
watermarks such as "confidential" or "copy", or adding date stamps. TWAIN A standard for acquiring images
from image scanners and is typically used as an interface between image processing software and a scanner or
digital camera. Cutting Die Usually a custom ordered item to trim specific and unusual sized printing projects.
Choke Technique of slightly reducing the size of an image to create a hairline trap or to outline. Gathering
Assembling sheets of paper and signatures into their proper sequence. Page Count The total number of pages
in a book, magazine or publication. Offset An erroneous variation of the word "setoff". Perfect Binding A
binding process where the signatures of a book are held together by a flexible adhesive. Baseline In
typesetting, the invisible line on which letters and numbers set. Color Cast Unwanted color affecting an entire
image or portion of an image. Mills produce coated paper in the four major categories cast, gloss, dull and
matte.


